8 FALL FERTILIZATION STRATEGIES
Fall fertilization success hinges on getting the right nutrients to the turf at the right time. Here are timing and selection tips that can help make your fall fertilization program a winner.

12 FIGHTING SNOW MOLD:
PREVENTION IS THE BEST SHIELD
Once a snow mold problem develops on your turf, it may be too late. Stopping the problem starts is the best — and often the only — solution.

16 STMA PROFILE:
VERSATILITY SPELLS SUCCESS FOR RAY FLOOD
For Ray Flood, Landscape Technician III, of the grounds maintenance department at the University of Maryland in College Park, the ability to "wear many hats" has been the key to accomplishment. As STMA Chesapeake Chapter President, he adds another hat to his brimming rack.

24 WINTERIZING IRRIGATION SYSTEMS:
BEATING THE ELEMENTS
Consensus of opinion is anything but universal when it comes to methods of winterizing irrigation systems. However, in areas that consistently receive freezing temperatures for more than 24 hours, most sports turf managers and superintendents agree that removing water from system components is crucial and must be considered during design and installation of the system.

ON THE COVER: Fall is an ideal time to review your irrigation winterizing strategy. Photo courtesy Rain Bird Sales.